Harvest/Halloween Reversible Chair Back

Materials Needed

Approx. 3/4 yd/chair *V.I.P® by Cranston® Harvest Bouquet 61431-M
Approx. 1/2 yd/chair *V.I.P® by Cranston® Halloween 61424-Y
2 – 3/4” self covered buttons

Instructions

1. To measure the top of your chair place paper on the floor and lay the chair over the paper.

2. Trace around the chair back to create a pattern that will fit your chair. Add 1/2” seam allowance. *You may need more yardage depending on the size of your chair.

3. Cut 2 pieces of the Halloween fabric


5. Cut another 1/2 piece of Harvest Bouquet adding 2” to center line for the right side overlap (for faux buttonhole placket).

6. Right sides together, stitch the Halloween pieces leaving bottom open. Turn and press seam allowance under.

7. Turn the left edge of the half piece under 2” folding raw edge under. Top stitch, catching edge. This makes the faux buttonhole placket.

8. Place the 1/2 piece over 1 full piece – both right sides facing you. Place the back full piece, right side in. Pin. Stitch the 3 pieces together leaving the bottom open. Turn and press seam allowance under. Cover buttons and sew in place.


10. With wrong sides together, tuck the Halloween panels into the Harvest panels. Line up bottoms and top stitch together.